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Flexible, custom-built 
analytical system for whole-
vehicle emissions tests

An analytical system, custom-built by a team at SepSolve, 
is being used in vehicle emissions tests by Emissions 
Analytics to carry out whole-vehicle analysis of volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) from exhausts, vehicle 
interiors and tyres. This flexible testing approach is aimed 
at determining how vehicles as a whole impact the 
environment.

Emissions Analytics, leading independent testing and data specialists for 
the automotive industry based in Buckinghamshire, UK, were looking for a 
way to detect volatile organic compounds (VOCs) down to trace levels in 
complex sample matrices.

The team at SepSolve collaborated with colleagues at sister company 
Markes International to design a custom-built system consisting of thermal 
desorption (TD) and two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC), 
coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF MS), an electron 
capture detector (ECD) and a flame ionisation detector (FID). Experts from 
both companies helped to formulate sampling strategies to measure whole 
vehicle emissions and they also provide Emissions Analytics with ongoing 
technical support. 
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There are over 1.5 billion vehicles in the 
world, and each one is expected to emit up to 
1 kg of material per year. We hope to guide the 
automotive industry towards better strategies to limit 
environmental impact.”

“

Customer:
Emissions Analytics, UK

AppliCAtion:
Automotive emissions 

ChAllenge:
Overcoming sample 
complexity, diverse 
matrices and trace-level 
species

solution:
Setting up a system 
consisting of a thermal 
desorber with INSIGHT®-
GC×GC and BenchTOF™ 
mass spectrometer, 
electron capture detector 
and flame ionisation 
detector

results:
Identification of trace 
levels of VOCs in exhaust 
emissions, tyres and 
vehicle interiors, enabling 
chemical fingerprinting
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We want to investigate all possible sources 
of VOCs, and the analytical system from SepSolve 
gives us the flexibility to do this.

”“
Sampling can be done using TD tubes (exhaust emissions), microchambers (tyres 
and vehicle interior materials), molecular sieves (N2O), 
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) cartridges (formaldehyde) or pyrolysis (tyres). 
All instruments are controlled on one software platform – ChromSpace® – and 
data mining and chemometrics are carried out within the ChromCompare+ 
module.

Real-world exhaust emission analyses – preparing for new regulations

“New engine designs have dramatically reduced exhaust emissions in recent years,” 
said Nick Molden, CEO of Emissions Analytics, “but we need to define acceptable 
levels for many compounds that are still present.” Current regulations only specify 
testing exhaust emissions for a small number of VOCs, or reporting as ‘total 
hydrocarbons’. However, Euro 7 regulations[1] – likely to come into force after 
2025[2] – could include additional compounds, some of which may be present at 
trace levels. Regulations should also require real-world tests. 

In response, the Emissions Analytics team developed a (patent-pending) 
technique to collect exhaust VOCs onto TD sampling tubes while a vehicle is in 
motion. After collection, the tubes are sent to the lab to be desorbed onto the 
GC×GC–TOF MS/ECD/FID. The system provides more information than traditional 
analytical systems. This includes the detection of trace-level compounds, which 
has enabled the team to gain greater insight than before into the composition of 
exhaust emissions, and how they change with motorway, urban or rural driving.

Left: Schematic of Emissions Analytics’ patent-pending design for in-driving collection of 
exhaust emissions. Right: The device is taken to the lab, where the sampling tubes are removed 
and analysed by TD–GC×GC–TOF MS.

Valve design enables switching to 
collect emissions from specific 
driving conditions (e.g. city or 
motorway) onto individual tubes

Device enables 
sampling of 
exhaust 
emissions onto 
TD tubes while 
the vehicle is in 
motion
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Tyre and vehicle interior analyses

With the increase in sales of hybrid and electric vehicles, the focus is being 
turned towards other ways in which vehicles affect air quality. “Our research isn’t 
limited to tailpipe emissions. We want to investigate all possible sources of VOCs, 
and the analytical system from SepSolve gives us the flexibility to do this,” said 
Molden.

Other possible sources of VOCs include those generated through tyre wear[3,4] 
and those released by materials in the cabin as well as ingress of pollutants from 
the air around the vehicle, particularly in urban areas. 

Emissions Analytics are formulating a tyre database using both pyrolysis and TD 
coupled with GC×GC–TOF MS to characterise tyre compositions and obtain a 
chemical fingerprint of emissions. “Our goal is to identify unique chemical 
markers that can be used to quantify tyre emissions in air. Additionally, this 
research will accelerate our understanding of tyre emissions and help guide the 
automotive industry towards ‘greener’ compositions,” said Molden.

Their research is proving fruitful. “We analysed new tyres from 20 different 
manufacturers and have already found interesting differences using 
ChromCompare+ software, including the presence of 6PPD [one of several 
p-phenylenediamine additives used to protect rubber] in some tyres. This is 
extremely important, as it is thought to degrade to 6PPD-quinone in the 
environment, which has acute aquatic toxicity.” 

The holistic approach adopted by Emissions Analytics investigates 
all potential sources of VOCs from vehicles. 
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How can we help you with your application? Contact us at 
hello@sepsolve.com.

INSIGHT® is a trademark of 
SepSolve Analytical.

ChromCompare®, ChromSpace® 

and BenchTOF™ are trademarks of 
Markes International. 
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The company’s next step is to examine vehicle interior air quality. “This is a 
challenging prospect because there are many sources of VOCs within vehicle 
cabins, including carpets, seat covers and plastic coatings, not to mention those 
that enter the cabin from the outside,” said Molden. “By using different sampling 
approaches, coupled with GC×GC–TOF MS/ECD/FID, we hope to obtain a 
comprehensive view of the VOCs. There are over 1.5 billion vehicles in the world, 
and each one is expected to emit up to 1 kg of material per year. We hope to 
guide the automotive industry towards better strategies to limit environmental 
impact.”
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Enhanced separation of VOCs from tyres using GC×GC–TOF MS and how this information 
can be used in ChromCompare+ to compare emissions from different tyre brands.
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